Travelling to Manchester Buddhist Centre

Train
Piccadilly and Victoria rail stations are within walking distance.

Piccadilly Station is 15 minutes’ walk away or you can take the Metro (see below) or a taxi.

Victoria Station is 10 minutes’ walk away. Follow the tramlines out of the station and up the hill for 5 minutes till you pass a blue finger post at the end of High Street (on your left). Fingerpost points to Buddhist Centre, which bears a huge banner saying “Buddhist Centre”.

Bus
We are 10 minutes’ walk from Piccadilly Gardens bus station.

Metro (tram)
Shude Hill and Market Street Metro stops are 5 minutes’ walk away (on the Bury line).

Coaches and one-way system
Traffic enters Turner Street from Shude Hill via Thomas Street and High Street.

Turner Street is narrow and one-way.

We recommend coaches set down and pick up at the bus stop at the corner of High Street and Turner Street, rather than entering Turner Street.

Cars and minibuses
There are NCP car parks close by on Turner Street and Church Street, with height restrictions. There are one-hour parking meters in the surrounding streets.

Disabled parking
There are blue badge spaces in Turner Street and Brick Street, both opposite the Buddhist Centre.

There is a loading bay outside the Buddhist Centre, for brief stops.

There is a Googlemap on the webpage on which you found this pdf at www.clear-vision.org/teachers.